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“Count-Upon Character is the 

foundation of our core values. 

It is doing what is right, doing 

our best, and doing what we 

say we will.”  

 

 

Robyn Corner 
from   

who knew that  

. 

Establishing effective and efficient cyber 
security policies is one of the most 
important aspects of protecting your 
business. We often discuss why cyber 
security is so important and the different 
cyber security practices your business can 
implement. We also mention how 
advanced cyberthreats and cyber-attacks 
have become as hackers improve their 
tactics and technology. For this reason, you 
may wonder if there’s anything that will 
cover your business if it falls victim to a 
cyber-attack even though you have strong 
cybersecurity practices in place. 
Thankfully, cyber insurance is available to 
business owners who have proven they 
take cyber security seriously.  

Cyber insurance (sometimes referred to as 
cyber liability insurance) is the coverage an 
organization can acquire to protect against 
losses incurred by a data breach or other 
malicious security incidents. Cyber 
insurance policies have grown 
exponentially in popularity over the past 
few decades as cybercriminals have 
become more cunning. Because of this, 
cyber insurance prices have also risen, so 

you may be curious whether cyber 
insurance is something your business 
absolutely needs.  

Cyber insurance policies differ from 
provider to provider, but most will include 
the following coverages:  

 

If your business is the victim of a cyber-
attack and precious information is stolen, 
who are some of the first people you need 
to contact? Your customers and employees, 
of course. They need to be aware that a 
cyber-attack occurred, and their 
information may have been compromised. 
Depending on your industry and location, 
there may be a legal obligation to inform. If 
you have a large customer base, notifying 
them of a cyber security breach can be 
expensive. Cyber insurance will help cover 
those costs.  

Recovering Stolen Data 

It can be costly to hire a data recovery 
professional to recover stolen customer or 
business information, but it is necessary 
after suffering a cyber-attack. Most  
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cyber insurance policies will pay for a 
professional’s help.  

Software And Hardware       
Repair/Replacement 

Cybercriminals can wreak havoc on 
your software and hardware. If they 
damage or corrupt your computers, net-
work or programs, your cyber insurance 
policy will help cover the cost of repair 
or replacement.  

Some insurance policies will also cover 
any financial loss due to business inter-
ruption caused by a cyber-attack and 
ransomware demands. Cyber insurance 
will not cover your system upgrades, 
estimated future financial losses due to a 
breach or decreased valuation of your 
business caused by a cyber-attack. It’s 
vital you know exactly what is covered 
by your policy before beginning cover-
age.  

Starting a new cyber insurance policy is 
easier said than done. Since cyber insur-
ance has grown in popularity, most pro-
viders have become more selective 
about who they cover, meaning you 
have to meet some criteria to qualify for 
a policy. The most essential thing any 

cyber insurance provider will look at 
will be the strength of your current net-
work security and cyber security prac-
tices. Ensure you utilize multifactor au-
thentication throughout your entire 
business and hold training sessions an-
nually with your team. Purchase a fire-
wall and do whatever else you can to 
improve your security. If you don’t, the 
rates for your policy will be astronomi-
cal, if you can even get one at all.   

Suppose your business is within an in-
dustry that requires a certain level of 
cyber security compliance.  
In that case, you should be meeting your 
requirements or else you won’t qualify 
for a cyber insurance policy. This 
shouldn’t be an issue for your business 
since you must be compliant regardless 
of your interest in cyber insurance. Just 
make sure you look into your compli-
ance requirements before applying for a  
cyber insurance policy to ensure you 
don’t get denied coverage.  

If you work with third-party vendors, 
you must do your due diligence and 
ensure they meet their cyber security 
requirements. Doing thorough research 
on the parties you interact with will help 
you get more affordable cyber insurance 

rates. Additionally, it would be best if 
you had an incident response plan in 
place. The insurance provider needs to 
know you’re prepared to help your cus-
tomers and your business if disaster 
strikes.  

Cyber insurance can help further protect 
your business if you become the victim 
of a cyber-attack. In today’s society, 
where every business and their custom-
ers’ information is a target for cyber-
criminals, make sure you’re as secure as 
possible. Build a strong cyber security 
plan and apply for cyber insurance to 
get maximum protection.  

 

 

“Our Computer Depot Business 

Solutions technician listened 

carefully to our needs and 

customized a plan for us.  We have 

support and flexibility if something 

changes. We have total confidence 

that our systems are safe, backed-

up, and if we have a problem, they 

will find a solution. They have 

provided service that exceeded our 

expectations.” 

 

-Wendy Robinson

“Cyber insurance can 
help further protect 
your business if you 
become the victim of  
a cyber-attack.”  

Get your FREE “Cyber Security Tip of the Week” at www.ComputerDepotBusiness.com/drip-tips/ 

Or Call Melissa at (865) 909-7606 

Free Report: What Every Small-Business Owner Must Know About Protecting 

And Preserving Their Company’s Critical Data And Computer Systems 

This report will outline in plain, nontechnical English the common mistakes 

that many small-business owners make with their computer networks that cost 

them thousands in lost sales, productivity and computer repair bills, and will 

provide an easy, proven way to reduce or completely eliminate the financial 

expense and frustration caused by these oversights.  

Download your FREE copy today at  
https://www.ComputerDepotBusiness.com/7security 

or call our office at (865) 909-7606. 
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This Month’s 

  

 

Email your answer to 
 

 

A winner is randomly selected 
from all correct responses.  

Call (865) 909-7606 

To schedule a FREE  

10 minute discovery call 

 

 Prompt Response Time 
We begin working on your 
issue in 20 minutes or less 
during normal service hours.  

 Phones Are Answered 
by Us. Your call will never 
leave Big Orange country! 
Ever. Not to mention, when 
you have a problem WE 
ACTUALLY PICK UP THE 
PHONE!!!  

 We Have Been Serving 
Knox and Sevier County 
for 20 years.                         
As a locally owned and 
operated business,  you are 
our neighbor!  

 We Are Your IT Service 
Department                     
WE take care of it. No 
blaming, no finger -pointing.                    
We Focus on the Fix.  

Freedom of Choice     
There are No Long -Term 
Contracts to sign.  

 90-Day Test Drive     
What is better than risk -free?!  

 A Package Tailor-Made 
To Fit You                         
We address  your unique 
technology needs.  

Top 7  Reasons 
to Choose  

 

 

Meet The Team: Shrinath Shah 

Shah has been 

with CDBS since 

2019 and has worn 

a number of hats 

including Help 

Desk, Level 1 Sup-

port Technician, 

Tier 2 Technician and Trainer and is 

currently an Accounts Manager. Shah is 

always learning and growing and gather-

ing raving fans. He takes initiative to 

learn and try new things and to fix what 

needs fixing.  

Shah was born in India and came to 

America when he was 4 years old. He 

grew up in Chicago, and briefly lived in 

Boston before settling in Knoxville. Shah 

enjoys gaming, reading, and golf. He cur-

rently does not have any pets of his own 

but he fosters dogs when he can. He will 

take care of them while they are in the 

process of being adopted or sometimes 

after a medical procedure when they 

can’t be around other animals.  

When asked why he chose this industry 

Shah said, “I understand and enjoy 

learning about computer hardware and 

how everything works externally and 

internally. I learn by doing and being 

hands on. I consider myself an inventive 

problem solver.”  According to Shah the 

best thing about working in the IT space 

is that it’s always changing, it never 

stays the same, which means it’s never 

boring.  

If you haven’t had a chance to meet Shah 

personally, we hope you do soon. 

Making some side cash via the gig economy, 

may be look like lifts through Lyft or 

slinging some goods on eBay? If so, you'll 

want to pay closer attention during 2023. 

The IRS is planning to drop the 1099-K 

form threshold from $20,000 to just $600, 

owing to changes written into the American 

Rescue Plan Act of 2021.  

What that means is third-party cash 

networks, such as Venmo, Cash App, or 

PayPal, will need to provide 1099-K forms 

to people getting money through their apps. 

It used to be you had to make more than 

$20,000 to get a tattle-tale 1099-K form 

from one of these apps. But soon, the level 

will be down to $600. Those cash apps are 

going to remind both you and the IRS of 

just how much you are making from that 

side hustle. In the past, you still had to 

report the income, of course. However, for 

those who had been playing it a little casual 

with the math, that’s over.  

Income on the 1099-K form is subject to not 

just income taxes, but also the 15 percent 

self-employment tax, so it's smart for 

taxpayers to plan ahead. Otherwise, they 

may lack the funds when the time to pay 

comes, increasing the risk of penalties. 

Meanwhile, some companies will also need 

to make sure they have the systems in place 

to generate and send the reports to their 

clients. 

Initially, the 1099-K threshold change was 

supposed to land for the 2022 tax year, but 

IRS Commissioner Doug O'Donnell 

announced in December that the 1099-K 

reporting requirements will be delayed. 

Good thing, too, according to the American 

Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 

"The excessive reduction in the threshold 

has created a significantly large reporting 

burden." The organization further 

elaborated that with the IRS already facing 

an unprecedented backlog, the lowered 

threshold would result in yet more delays. 

Still, be prepared. The threshold definitely 

will be lowered for the 2023 tax year. 

 

 



PLACE 

STAMP 10721 Chapman Hwy #30 
Seymour, TN 37865  

Contact Us 
 

COMPUTER DEPOT 

 

5416 S Middlebrook Pike 

Knoxville, TN 37921 

Phone: (865) 692-4247 

or 

10721 Chapman Hwy  

Seymour, TN 37865  

Phone: (865) 577-4775 

Email: 

thill@ComputerDepotOnline.com 

Visit us on the web at 
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Look What’s Inside… 
• Cyber Insurance More Important Now Than Ever  

• Hurry-You could WIN this month’s  

       Trivia and this 

• Meet a Member of the Computer 

Depot Business Solutions Team  

4 Very Simple Ways To Take 

Control Of Your Schedule 

Every day is busy for those who lead or 

own a business, but you must stay orga-

nized and stick to your schedule to ensure 

everything gets completed. This is a diffi-

cult task for many business leaders, though. 

Little distractions can cause us to procrasti-

nate and get behind on our work, making 

for long workdays. If you find yourself 

struggling to stay on schedule, give some of 

the following tips a try.  

Set deadlines for every important task.  If 

its important, you’ll make time. If it’s not, 

you’ll make an excuse. Making time often 

starts by setting a deadline and that’s really 

just a goal, right? 

Turn off app notifications on your phone so 

your attention stays on your work.  So sim-

ple but we have all but been trained by our 

devises to be immediately accessible to eve-

ryone and everything. Maybe it will be 

okay if you go dark for a while you focus 

on what you need to focus on. 

Keep your workspace clean. Try standing 

up and not sitting back down until your 

space is neat and tidy. You’ll be amazed at 

how simply clearing the clutter will allow 

you to stay on task and stay on schedule.  

Delegate tasks to others when you feel 

overwhelmed.  What do you need to turn 

over to someone else? If it is frustrating 

computer issues or cybersecurity worries, 

give us a call today! 865-909-7606 


